
Call for Papers 

MediaPsych23 

— Inclusion and Diversity in Media Psychology — 

13th Conference of the Media Psychology Division (DGPs) 

September 6 – 8, 2023 

We welcome you to the 13th biennial Conference of the Media Psychology Division 

of the German Psychological Society (DGPs), which will be held on the Belval Campus of the 

University of Luxembourg from September 6 – 8, 2023. The division and the local 
organizer André Melzer cordially invite you to participate in the conference. For this 

conference we have chosen a topic that addresses current issues of research in our field, but 

also of social coexistence: “Inclusion and Diversity in Media Psychology”. 
 

We invite international researchers from all areas of media psychology as well as associated 

disciplines. Although we will be paying special attention to this year’s conference topic, 
submissions and contributions will be welcomed from other fields of psychological research 

related to the use and impact of media.  

 
The conference will be held in English and include keynote presentations, thematic panels, 

and poster sessions. The Media Psychology Division will also present the Best Paper 

Award 2023 (both for research reports and posters) at the conference. 

Due to the current COVID-19 situation, the conference is planned “as before the 

pandemic”, that is, in full attendance. Depending on the status of the Covid-19 pandemic, 

however, we may have to switch to a hybrid format. This decision will be made end of June 

2023 (about 10 weeks in advance of the conference date). 

We are very much looking forward to welcoming you to Luxembourg! 

André Melzer 

on behalf of the organizing team 

Contact 

mediapsych2023@uni.lu 

André Melzer 

+352 46 66 44 9614 

andre.melzer@uni.lu 

https://mediapsych2023.uni.lu/ 

mailto:mediapsych2023@uni.lu
mailto:andre.melzer@uni.lu
https://mediapsych2023.uni.lu/


Submissions 

The conference offers several types of submissions, all of which will be peer reviewed. All 
submissions must be uploaded via ConfTool (https://www.conftool.net/mediapsych2023/). 

Each author may submit and present only one contribution as first author; additional 

contributions as co-author are welcome. 

• Research reports (300 words max) 

Proposals for research reports should provide (1) a brief description of the 
theoretical background, (2) research questions, and (3) a summary of the 

methodological approach. Please do not include any results of your study in the 

submission. Submissions will be judged on the quality of theory and methods only. 
However, participants are expected to present their results at the conference. 

Reviewing process: Anyone who submits a research report will also be a reviewer. 

 

• Poster (300 words max) 

Like research reports, the abstract for poster submissions should include (1) a brief 
description of the theoretical background, (2) research questions, and (3) a summary 

of the methodological approach. Please do not include any results in the 
submission. Participants are expected to present their results at the conference. 

Reviewing process: Anyone who submits a poster will also be a reviewer. 

 

• Position papers (500 words max) 

Proposals for position papers (or theoretical contributions) describe theoretical 
approaches or concepts in greater detail, which may include methodology. 

Submissions should cover a current topic in media psychology and be of broad 

interest to the research community. Position papers may focus on systematic reviews 
or meta-analyses, but also on advances in theoretical work or new approaches to 

describing and understanding the available literature in a particular area.  

Reviewing process: Members of the scientific committee will serve as reviewers. 
 

• Full papers – JMP Special Selection Panel (4000 words max) 

In collaboration with the Journal of Media Psychology (JMP), MediaPsych23 will offer 

a special selection panel aimed at providing space for early career scholarship. Papers 

accepted for this panel are automatically considered a “Revise and Resubmit” for JMP, 
meaning that the papers will be given full publication consideration with the 

journals, using the conference feedback as initial peer review. Interested 

scholars are invited to submit short full papers (i.e., Research Reports) on topics 
relevant to media psychology—preferably, of course, on the conference theme—that 

meet the JMP author guidelines (PDF). These reports may contain up to 4,000 words 

(including abstract, text, references, notes, appendices, and an allowance for any 
tables and figures). Members of the DGPs experienced in reviewing journal 

submissions will serve as reviewers for the initial conference submission as 

well as the revised manuscript for JMP publication. Submitted papers accepted 
for the panel, will be considered a “Revise and Resubmit” for JMP and transferred to 

the journal for final peer review, after the conference concludes. We especially 

encourage submissions from Authors in non-tenure or early career 
positions (such as post-doctoral research positions or other appointments). 

Submissions to the JMP Special Selection Panel are exempt from the otherwise 

applicable rule that each author may submit only one paper as first author.  

https://www.conftool.net/mediapsych2023/
https://www.hogrefe.com/us/journal/journal-of-media-psychology
https://www.hogrefe.com/us/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=3721&token=382fb69cc8ff6f8e3c3c21881d25a8427bc983b3


PhD Workshop 

The conference will be preceded by a Workshop for PhD students of Media 
Psychology, organized by Prof. Dr. Leonard Reinecke and colleagues. The workshop will 

take place on the first day of the conference (September 6). To enable intensive group work 

and mentoring, a maximum of 9 doctoral students will be accepted. 

All PhD students working on topics from media psychology and related areas are welcome 

to apply—especially students who are pursuing an academic career after their dissertations. 

As part of this workshop, participants will work on their individual presentation and writing 
skills, discuss their PhD projects, receive advice on career planning, and will have the 

opportunity for networking. The entire workshop will be held in English. 

Informal applications should include a short motivation letter, a CV, and a brief 
description of the dissertation topic (in English). Please send these files electronically to 

leonard.reinecke@uni-mainz.de. 

 

Workshop: “Theory Construction: Building and Advancing 

Media Psychological Theories” 

The conference will be preceded by a workshop on theory construction held by Dr. 
Daniel Possler and Asst. Prof. Dr. Adrian Meier. The half-day workshop will introduce the 

basic concepts, structure, and quality criteria of social scientific theories and present hands-

on procedures for building and advancing theory in media psychology. The workshop will 
take place from 2:00 pm to 6:30 pm on the first day of the conference (September 6) at 

the conference venue on the Campus Belval of the University of Luxembourg, followed by 

the Get Together. All media psychologists interested in developing and advancing theories, 
whether in the context of a “grand” theory project or as a basis for theory-building empirical 

contributions, are welcome. A maximum of 20 participants will be accepted (preference 

will be given to applications from early career scholars, i.e., non-tenured applicants). 

Further information on the workshop and the application procedure can be downloaded 

here. Applications can be submitted here: Google Form. 

The application deadline is July 1, 2023. 

 

Registration fees (in EUR) 

 Early bird Late On site 

Student/PhD 

(DGPs member OR non-member) 
25 50 75 

DGPs member 75 100 125 

Non-member 100 125 150 

Conference dinner 65 65 65 

mailto:leonard.reinecke@uni-mainz.de
https://wwwen.uni.lu/content/download/150175/1697657/file/Workshop-Theory.pdf
https://forms.gle/XLrM1s4fKfhK6s2P9


 

Timeline 2023 

January 27 Registration and online submission system opens 

May 1 Submission deadline 

June 19 Deadline for author notifications 

July 1 Application deadline for the PhD workshop 

July 3 Deadline for early bird registration 

September 6 – 8 MediaPsych23 conference 

September 6 PhD workshop and get together 

September 7 Conference dinner 

September 8 Business meeting 

 

 

Location 

University of Luxembourg – Belval Campus 

2, avenue de l’Université – L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette 

https ://tinyurl.com/3zwe6f36  

 
 

 

 
 

https://tinyurl.com/3zwe6f36
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